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ABSTRACT
The objective of this work is two-fold: (1) to build a sim-
ple trusted translator from C programs to a hardware de-
scription language (in this case Verilog) and (2) to illustrate
its application to the formal verification of hardware and
software systems using highly developed hardware model
checking methods. To achieve the first goal, we used the
LLVM compiler infrastructure to compile the C program
into LLVM bytecode, and used a simple and straightforward
method to translate this into a Verilog circuit. The current
implementation is able to handle arbitrary loops and static
array access. In the experimental section, equivalence check-
ing was done comparing OpenCores VHDL hardware models
of FPUs against C-coded SoftFloat versions. This revealed
several bugs in the OpenCores versions. For model checking
safety properties, we experimented with bit-vector bench-
marks from the 2015 Software Verification Competition and
checked SVA assertions derived from VERIFIER error calls
in the C program. This also revealed discrepancies.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been an increasing interest in reasoning about and
proving properties of C software programs. In the hardware
domain, there is an increasing interest in using C as a hard-
ware specification language. While the actual hardware is
typically described in Verilog and synthesized from that, the
C model represents the golden model which is used to com-
pare behaviors. In both cases, a highly trusted translation
from C to Verilog is desired.

In this work, we focus on creating a translation tool that
is as simple as possible using trusted and well established
intermediate tools to accomplish the task. We eschew op-
timization which can add complications and therefore in-
creased potential for introducing bugs. This allows existing
hardware formal verification flows such as equivalence and
property checking of safety and liveness properties to be ap-
plied readily, with high confidence that the translation pro-
cess has not introduced bugs and therefore the results can

be trusted. We use the LLVM compiler infrastructure and a
straight-forward translation of its produced LLVM bytecode
to create a Verilog program from a single thread C program.
At this point, an equivalence-checking Verilog (miter) model
can be created using the actual hardware model. Figure 1
shows the high-level C-to-Verilog translation flow and how
it fits into a C-to-RTL equivalence checking methodology
using hardware verification. Such a flow can also be used
in the software verification of C programs where assertions
are translated into SVA and compiled into logic using, for
example Verific[5].
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Figure 1: C vs RTL equivalence checking

1.1 Motivation
A language front-end to compile C programs into finite-
state-machines can be a complex and delicate matter. There
has always been concerns that the compilation procedure
may incorrectly reproduce the original C program seman-
tics. This is a real concern as illustrated in the C program
in Figure 2. It is one of the test cases in the Bit-Vector
category of the 2015 Software Verification Competition [8].
In this category, only integer arithmetic and control flow
structures in the C language are allowed.

This test is officially classified as “unreach”, i.e. the asser-
tion is considered proven true by the competition commit-
tee. It is one of the initial regression tests imposed on any
entry in the competition. However, the assertion fails when
n = 65536, in which case, n ∗ (n + 1) overflows while the
addition inside the loop does not. Four, [20][25][28][27], out 99



extern unsigned int __VERIFIER_nondet_uint();

int main() {

unsigned int i, n=__VERIFIER_nondet_uint(), sn=0;

for(i=0; i<=n; i++) {

sn = sn + i;

}

__VERIFIER_assert(sn==(n*(n+1))/2 || sn == 0);

}
Figure 2: sum02 true-unreach-call.c

Solvers Rank Consistency #Errors
ESBMC[25] 1st Buggy 1
CBMC[20] 2nd Buggy 1

CPAChecker[10] 3rd Buggy 1
Beagle 1.1[27] Buggy 1

Cascade 2.0[28] Buggy 1
Seahorn[16] Buggy > 1

Ultimate Automizer [18] Buggy > 1
Ultimate Kojak[15] Buggy > 1

Table 1: 2015 Software Verification Competition:
Bit-Vector category

of eight of the competition participants produced the incor-
rect true result (Participants ([20][25] were recognized as the
top two winners in this category). The other four partici-
pants, [16] [15][18][10], had one or more incorrect results on
other test cases. Thus none of participants was one hundred
percent correct.

It is not known where the bugs got introduced into the var-
ious tool flows, but for any such tool, the very first step is
to compile the C program into an internal representation of
the C execution semantics. To many, this is a complex and
time-consuming, yet preliminary step.

We believe simplicity results in fewer bugs. In this work, we
focus on a procedure to translate C to a circuit model that
is simple and less error-prone by construction. Our sim-
ple/trusted C-to-Verilog compilation should take the trans-
lation procedure out of the verification equation, and reli-
ably bridge the gap between software and hardware. This al-
lows existing hardware synthesis and verification techniques
to be applied reliably to the software domain.

1.2 Why Verilog
We chose Verilog as the intermediate representation for the
circuit model for the following reasons:

• It is almost the de facto standard for hardware descrip-
tion from which hardware is synthesized.

• Verilog’s always ff and always comb blocks can be used
to express a finite state machine model as sequential
and combination logic respectively.

• Verilog is defined through IEEE standards. The well-
defined syntax and semantics make it easier to map
the C semantics into Verilog constructs.

• Synthesis and verification tool flows for Verilog can be
utilized readily after the translation.

• Validation of the translation procedure can be con-
ducted by simulating the Verilog model and compar-
ing against the C-code program using random input

vectors. In our case, we use Verilator[26] to compile
the generated Verilog code back to C++.

• Verilog has enough constructs to capture the original
C constructs, which is important to retain the control
flow and word-level operators after the translation.

In Verilog, computation resources must be statically resolv-
able at synthesis time. Thus, Verilog does not support non-
constant loop controls and infinite loops at the language
level. In contrast, C programs support more flexible con-
trol flows with non-constant loop control variables and dy-
namic resource management such as memory allocation/de-
allocation, run-time function call-stacks and run-time par-
allel threads. In this work, we limit the scope of the control
flow structure of C to single-thread C programs with arbi-
trary control flows but statically resolvable resources.

1.3 Contributions
1. We document a simple procedure, based on LLVM, by

which a subset of C (dynamic memory management,
recursive functions and parallelism are excluded), can
be mapped into a Verilog module using the always ff
and always comb blocks.

2. We provide experiments for C-to-RTL equivalence check-
ing and software property checking, showing that such
a flow allows existing hardware verification tool chains
to be used, producing promising results.

1.4 Organization
In Section 2, we review the circuit computation model, the
language characteristics of C, the LLVM[21] Bytecode, and
Verilog. In Section 3, the overall tool flow and translation
procedure is described. Experimental results are presented
in Section 4 followed by discussions of related work in Sec-
tion 5 and conclusions in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Logic network and the Circuit
A logic network N is a directed graph (V,E) with node set
V and edge set E. Each node is labeled with a node type
and a width. A node type is one of {input, output, opera-
tor, flip-flop}. An input node has zero incoming edges; an
output has zero outgoing edges, and a flip-flop has a single
incoming edge. An operator node is an arithmetic function
of its immediate fanin nodes.
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Such a logic network can express the functionality of a syn-
chronous sequential circuit shown in Figure 3, which con-
tains inputs, outputs, combinational logic, flip-flops and a
single clock input.

It has the following characteristics:

• The logic network topology is statically determined
and does not change during evaluation of the network.

• The circuit evaluates at every clock cycle and infinitely
over time.

The goal is to map a C program into a logic network such
that an evaluation of it produces the same input/output
behavior as the original C program.

2.2 Verilog HDL
Verilog is an almost de facto standard used by industry
for specifying hardware designs. Table 2 summarizes its
language constructs. The always ff block is used to de-
scribe sequential logic where flip-flops are inferred, while
always comb is for combinational logic. According to Ver-
ilog’s event-driven semantics, for the circuit in Figure 3, the
always blocks are evaluated every clock cycle, and the com-
putation is infinite over time.

Language elements Verilog Constructs
variables wire /reg

control flow if/else/case
sequential block always ff @(posedge clk)

combo block always comb
operators +,−, ∗, /,&, |, etc.

Table 2: Verilog language elements

2.3 The C Programming Language
The C language has two major features. One is the con-
trol flow structure that defines the order of computation;
the other is resource allocation, which can be dynamic at
run-time. A C program can be viewed as a circuit-like com-
putation model with dynamic resource allocation. Concep-
tually, resources refer to those computation elements that
either hold the value of a variable, or implement some arith-
metic function. Static resources are allocated at compile
time, while dynamic resources can be acquired and released
during run-time. Table 3 lists the major C features and their
category, static or dynamic.

Language Elements C Constructs Resource
variable local/global static

control flow if/case/for/while static
memory malloc/free dynamic

parallelism pthread dynamic
call stack function calls dynamic
pointers pointer arithmetic aliasing

Table 3: C language elements

Pointers are simply aliases for objects in the C program.
Although they can be complex to reason about, there is no

resource allocation involved in their use, and thus not a fun-
damental barrier in translating to a circuit model. On the
other hand, run-time function calls dynamically allocate re-
sources for the stack space to hold local variables. Nested
non-recursive function calls can be eliminated at compile
time by function inlining. Dynamic threads also require run-
time acquisition of local variable space and operator nodes.
Although the behavior of loops can vary at run time, the
computational resources for variable space can be statically
determined during compilation. Therefore if the resources
required for a C program to execute can be statically deter-
mined, a corresponding circuit model for it exists.

In Section 3, we demonstrate a method for mapping a C
program into a circuit model if the program does not have
any of the dynamic features, namely, dynamic memories,
pthreads and recursive functions. Mapping into Verilog then
becomes almost verbatim.

2.4 LLVM Bytecode
C-to-Verilog is done in two steps, the first using the LLVM
compiler infrastructure to create a LLVM bytecode repre-
sentation. The second is an almost verbatim translation
from this to Verilog. The LLVM bytecode has a static sin-
gle assignment (SSA) [14] form, in which each variable is
assigned exactly once and is defined before it is used. In
SSA form, use-def chains are explicit and each contains a
single element. A use is a location where a variable value is
referenced; while a def is the location where a variable value
is assigned. A use-def chain is used for data-flow analysis.
A basic block is defined as a maximum sequence of instruc-
tions that has no branching or return statement, except
the last one. Such a SSA program is viewed as a control
flow graph (CFG) with basic-blocks as nodes, while edges
between basic-blocks are derived from branching/return in-
structions.

int factorial(int n ) {

int ret = 1;

for ( int i = 1;i<=n;i++)

ret = ret * n;

return ret;

}

Figure 4: C function

Figure 5 is the control flow graph derived from compiling
the C function in Figure 4. The top block labeled entry
is the starting point of the function execution. The for
loop in Figure 4 is converted to a loop of three basic blocks
in Figure 5, labeled: for.cond, for.body, and for.inc. All
loop constructs, for, while, do − while, are rewritten using
branching instructions for uniform treatment. Such a LLVM
bytecode program has the following characteristics:

• Every symbol in the bytecode instructions is of an
LLVM Value type, referred to as an SSA variable in
the rest of the paper.

• Each basic-block is uniquely identified by an LLVM
Label, which is also an LLVM Value type. 101



CFG for 'factorial' function

entry:
 br label %for.cond

for.cond: 
 %ret.0 = phi i32 [ 1, %entry ], [ %mul, %for.inc ]
 %i.0 = phi i32 [ 1, %entry ], [ %inc, %for.inc ]
 %cmp = icmp sle i32 %i.0, %n
 br i1 %cmp, label %for.body, label %for.end

T F

for.body: 
 %mul = mul nsw i32 %ret.0, %n
 br label %for.inc

for.end: 
 ret i32 %ret.0

for.inc: 
 %inc = add nsw i32 %i.0, 1
 br label %for.cond

Figure 5: LLVM CFG

• The last instruction for each BasicBlock is either a
BranchInst or a ReturnInst instruction.

• An LLVM PhiNode structure is used to handle the val-
ues that are obtained from different incoming branches.

• Non-recursive function calls can be eliminated through
inlining.

In the SSA form used in the LLVM bytecode, there is no
distinction between global and local variables. All variables
have a unique name. Variable types are reduced to ba-
sic signed/unsigned integers and floating point numbers (in
this work, we currently don’t consider floating point arith-
metic). Each basic block has a unique label. The order of
computation is captured by the CFG (control-flow-graph).
Only uninitialized variables can be used before being de-
fined. Without dynamic memory allocation, all pointer ac-
cess can be eliminated through a pre-processing step to map
pointer references to array indexing. Illegal memory access
through pointers becomes illegal array indexing. After the
preprocessing step, the LLVM bytecode is a pure SSA form
without side-effects caused by pointers.

Such a pure SSA form is very close to a circuit logic network.
In particular, resources are allocated for each SSA variable
through the variable’s unique naming. To convert to a logic
network model, one needs to ensure that the Verilog execu-
tion has the same sequence of LLVM instructions with the
same use-def chain ordering as the original CFG.

3. TRANSLATING LLVM BYTECODE TO
VERILOG

The treatment for translating LLVM arithmetic instructions
into the corresponding Verilog operators is mostly a syntac-
tic rewrite, so it is skipped. The following sections focus on
two steps in the translation procedure to Verilog:

1. Variable declaration: Create Verilog variables for each
SSA variable.

2. Create always blocks to capture the computation se-
quence of the LLVM CFG.

3.1 Loop Free Bytecode
For loop free Bytecode, the CFG is acyclic. An evaluation of
the function annotates the CFG graph with values at each
node. This is the same as evaluating each node in topological
order from the entry block. Such a CFG can be viewed as
a logic network, which maps directly into a Verilog module
consisting of a single always comb block.

Figure 6 shows the skeleton of such a Verilog module, which
implements the function y = f(x). For each SSA variable, a
Verilog bit-vector is declared, and for each LLVM Label, a
single bit is declared. For example, the 32-bit integer %ret.0
and label for.cond in Figure 5 are mapped to the following
Verilog:

reg [31:0] v_ret_0;

reg label_for_cond ;

During initialization, SSA variables are initialized as speci-
fied, and all label variables are set to 0 except the very first
(entry) basic block’s label, which is set to 1, marking the
starting point of the evaluation. Label variables are set to
1 by branch instructions, indicating that the corresponding
basic-block has been entered. Uninitialized variables are left
as dangling wires in the Verilog result. A PhiNode is trans-
lated into a case statement to compute the values. There-
fore, a topological traversal of the bytecode CFG creates the
always comb block that implements a function y = f(x).

module cmodel_f( x, y) ;

input x;

output y;

// Variable declarations

reg ... // label vars

reg ... // ssa vars

always_comb begin

// Initialization section

...

// SSA statement section

... //topological order of the CFG

end

endmodule

Figure 6: Loop-free translation to a Verilog al-
ways comb block

3.2 Bytecode with Loops
For a CFG with loops, the use-def chain will have loops.
To preserve the original use-def chain semantics, we use
the sequential logic template as shown in Figure 7. At each
clock cycle, exactly one basic-block is evaluated. In addition
to input/output ports for x and y, it has clock, reset and
start signals, and output ready. The function is evaluated
over time: the value of x is captured when start transitions
from 0 to 1 while the output value y is captured when ready
transitions from 0 to 1. Conceptually the block computes
y@ready = f(x@start). The reset signal clears the state
of the block and brings it into an idle state. The number
of cycles from start to ready is variable depending on the
functionality of f over the input value x.102
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Figure 7: Verilog Model

During the variable-declaration phase of Verilog, a single
bit (referred as the label-signal) is declared for each LLVM
label while two bit-vectors of the same width are allocated
for each SSA variable. One of the bit-vectors, referred as
the latched-signal, is assigned exactly once in the always ff
block, and the other, referred as the temp-signal, is assigned
exactly once in the always comb block.

At each clock cycle, the Verilog module is configured to eval-
uate exactly one basic block. In such a setting, the temp-
signal is used in a use-def chain within the same basic block
to capture the immediate result of an instruction, while the
latched-signal is used for a use-def chain between different
basic blocks. For each basic block, the Verilog module cre-
ates an always comb block, and the assignment for each
instruction is translated into a Verilog blocking-assignment
to the corresponding temp-signal.

There is only one always ff block in a Verilog module. Each
LLVM basic block, is followed by an ’if’ block, created to
manage the assignments for label signals and latched signals
from the temp signals.

if (v_label) begin

v_label <= 1’b0;

v_latched <= v_temp;

...

v_next_label <= ... ;

end

The above v next label is the label signal referenced in the
branch (br) statement at the end of the basic block, indi-
cating which basic-block to evaluate in the next clock cycle.
For illustration, Figure 8 shows the Verilog code for the ba-
sic block for.cond in Figure 5 (The % in the LLVM symbol
names is removed in the Verilog code).

A PhiNode is treated differently. Flip-flops are introduced
for PhiNodes and assigned in each of the incoming basic
blocks prior to entering the current basic block. The choice
of using a latched-signal or temp-signal is determined through
use-def analysis within each basic block. Within each basic
block, a use-before-def value uses the latched-signal, while
def-after-use values use the temp-signals. A Verilog blocking-
assignment evaluates the left-hand-side of the assignment
immediately which corresponds to the semantics of an SSA
variable value defined earlier in the same basic block.

From Verilog synthesis semantics and coding style in the

always_comb begin

temp_cmp =

$signed(latched_i) < $signed( latched_n) ;

end

always_ff @(posedge clk) begin

...

if( label_for_cond ) begin

label_for_cond <= 1’b0;

latched_cmp <= temp_cmp;

label_for_body <= temp_cmp;

label_for_end <= ! temp_cmp;

end

...

end

Figure 8: Translated Verilog for basic-block for.cond

generated Verilog module, variables assigned in the always ff
produce flip-flops, while those in the always comb are part
of the combinational logic of the circuit. The above transla-
tion may create unnecessary temp-signals and latched-signals
because the corresponding SSA variable may not be refer-
enced outside of the basic block where it is assigned. How-
ever, those unused signals are usually deleted by a subse-
quent Verilog tool flow. This allows the translation proce-
dure at this stage to be greatly simplified.

Finally, we initialize the label for the entry basic block to
1 after start is set to 1 and set ready to 1 in the ’if’ block
where the corresponding basic-block has a return statement.
Because of the SSA form of LLVM bytecode, the above pro-
cedure creates a Verilog module that captures the original
function y = f(x) through y@ready and x@start.

3.3 Assertions
In the above framework, a C assertion assert(a) is translated
into SVA[6] with the following form:

assert property (@(posedge clk) label_t|-> a);

A termination condition of the C program is a liveness check
on the Verilog module:

assert property (@(posedge clk)

start|-> eventually ready);

Memory errors in C that result in signal SIGSEGV will cause
the C program to stop. In the Verilog model, such an error
will result in an un-defined state in the circuit. Extra logic
or assertions can be added to detect such an error condi-
tion when it happens. For error-free C programs, the above
translation captures the exact semantics of the C program.

3.4 Creating a Verilog Miter for Equivalence
Checking

It is useful to point out that in creating a miter between a
Verilog hardware description that will be used for synthesis
and the Verilog produced by our procedure as the golden
model for comparison, a miter compares outputs at each 103



clock cycle. The two models need not be cycle comparable
so it is necessary to make the miter output not flag an error
when the ready is not asserted. To make this happen, extra
logic is needed in the miter to make the comparison only
when ready is asserted each time.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The following experiments were conducted on a 32-core Intel
Xeon 2.6GHz machine running Ubuntu Linux. Timeout was
set to 900 seconds for the formal engine suprove(super prove)
from ABC[1], which was the winner of the HWMMC’14,
single-output safety category [4]; suprove is a parallel proof
engine that uses multiple algorithms.

4.1 FPU Verification : C vs. RTL equivalence
checking

In this experiment, we conducted FPU verification of two
OpenCores FPU designs: fpu 100 and fpu double. Both
were designed in Verilog and were intended to implement
and conform to the IEEE 754 standard: fpu 100 is a 32-bit
and fpu double a 64-bit floating point unit. A floating point
number is represented using 3 components starting from the
left of a 32- or 64- bit-vector (i.e. MSB): a single-bit sign
bit, an exponent, and a mantissa. In such a number system,
two special numbers, sNaN and qNaN, are used to repre-
sent non-real numbers (not-a-number) - useful for handling
exceptions. For both sNaN and qNaN, the exponent needs
be all 1’s and the mantissa is non-zero.

Both designs support add, subtract, multiply, divide, and
square-root operations. Conforming to the IEEE standards,
all operators raise exception flags if the computation under-
flows, overflows, or produces inexact results. Both designs
are configured to run in the round to nearest even mode and
are pipe-lined implementations. They have the same start-
ready model as in Figure 7, where an input is driven when
start is asserted, and the result of the FPU operation is
available when ready is asserted, a number of cycles later
after start.

Both comparisons are against the C model from the Soft-
Float[17] C library, which is the de facto standard for float-
ing point implementations. After the C translation to a
Verilog model, a miter model is constructed between the
generated Verilog model and the OpenCore model design,
comparing the outputs when both ready signals are asserted.
The run-time for each equivalence checking problem was set
to timeout at 900 seconds.

No. Opcode Inputs
Softfloat
Result

RTL
Result

Pipeline
Depth

1 add32 matched 6

2 mul32
000017f0

*
43360000

001104a0 00008825 10

3 div32
4fdbc9bf

/
ff800000

80000000 ff800000 33

4 sqrt32 0000f7c0 1e321421 1dfbd75a 33

Table 4: fpu 100 : 32-bit FPU

The Verilog models for opcodes add32 and mul32 are com-
binational, while they are sequential for div32 and sqrt32.
Table 4 shows the results of comparing the translated Soft-
Float program with fpu 100. It turns out that only for add32
does fpu 100 match with SoftFloat, while the three other
opcodes all have mismatches as shown in the table.

These equivalence checking problems were done under the
constraint that no exception flag is generated in the Verilog
models, because in the IEEE standard, when an exception
is raised, the result is not defined in certain situations. The
input numbers and mismatching output results are captured
in Table 4. Column six is the pipeline depth for the corre-
sponding operation in the fpu 100 implementation.

We also compared fpu double with SoftFloat’s 64-bit FPU
routines. In addition to comparing the results of the op-
eration, we also conducted equivalence checking of the ex-
ception generation logic. Table 5 shows the experiments for
opcodes add, subtract and multiply. All three models gen-
erated from the C functions are combinational. Tests 1 and
3 produce different output values with no exception raised,
while tests 2, 4, and 5 produce the same output value for
the add, subtract or multiply operations, but the SoftFloat
library functions generate underflow or inexact exceptions
while fpu double does not.

Both fpu double and fpu 100 were completed several years
ago and reportedly have been incorporated into silicon and
FPGAs. From the OpenCores repository, each benchmark
includes a random test framework which compares it to Soft-
Float for validation. Each have passed millions of random
test vectors. However, from the counterexamples, we ob-
serve that the input numbers that cause the mismatches
either contain 10+ consecutive 0s or 1s (e.g. the NaN num-
bers), or the values of both numbers are close to each other.
These situations are very unlikely to be generated by a
random number generator and thus a random test bench
would most likely miss those scenarios; sequential equiva-
lence checking is much more effective in exposing discrep-
ancies. As far as we know, this is the first time these bugs
have been reported for OpenCores designs.

4.2 Software Verification of Safety Properties
We conducted C verification on the bit-vector benchmarks
of the 2015 Software Verification Competition[8].

Although all participants have bugs, we chose to compare
against CPAChecker because it is an unbounded solver while
the other two winners are bounded model checkers. We
thought its result is more comparable although it does pro-
duce an incorrect TRUE result on the function in Figure 9.

In the C program under verification, the dummy function
VERIFIER nondet int used to indicate a random num-

ber generator, was converted into new free primary inputs
in the Verilog modules. The calls to the error flagging func-
tion, VERIFIER error, was converted into SVA assertions.
VeriABC[22], which interfaces with Verific[5] was then used
to compile the generated Verilog and SVA into an AIG[11].
suprove from ABC [1] was used to prove or dis-prove the
target properties.104



No. Opcode Inputs
Softfloat
Result

RTL
Result

Pipeline
Depth

1 add64 fff8000000000000 + 7ff8000000000000 7ff8000000000000 fff8000000000000 20
2 add64 d172dd2000000000 + 4175c97000000000 inexact no exception 20
3 sub64 fdf88d1ffffe7ba4 - fff88d20001e45dc fff88d20001e45dc 7ff88d20001e45dc 21
4 sub64 d130600000400000 - b131a0020000a41f inexact no exception 21
5 mul64 8000006e00008194 * 8000001e9e8d5048 inexact , underflow no exception 24

Table 5: fpu double: 64-bit FPU

int main(void) {

unsigned int x = 10;

while (x >= 10) {

x += 2;

}

__VERIFIER_assert(x % 2);

}

Figure 9: test:bitvector-loops/overflow false-
unreach-call1.i

Figure 10 shows the results. CPAChecker’s results were
from the official competition website, which were run on a
3.4Ghz Intel Quad-core i7 platform, while ours were run on
an 32-core Intel Xeon 2.6Ghz host. The second and third
columns show ABC’s suprove results, while the forth and
fifth columns are the published results from the competi-
tion’s website. Of the 46 tests, ABC resolved 30 while
CPAchecker resolved 40. There are 4 tests that ABC re-
solved but CPAChecker did not. The capital letters, TRUE
and FALSE, are indicating the test is solved by only one of
the two solvers being compared. The results seem rather
promising in that suprove is only optimized to run on hard-
ware model checking problems that have been bit-blasted
without utilizing any software related heuristics or word-
level information.

So far, we believe our proof results are more trust-worthy be-
cause the C-compilation procedure is simple and less error-
prone and no inconsistency of the results have been found
yet.

5. RELATED WORKS
Because we are building a finite state machine model di-
rectly from a C program, it is more suitable to compare our
work with those software verification flows that do symbolic
exploration of the state space using model checking algo-
rithms.

The SLAM model checker [7] introduced Boolean programs
– imperative programs where each variable is Boolean – as
an intermediate language to represent program abstractions.
A tool flow was created to convert C programs and predi-
cates to Boolean programs and then to employ follow-up
model checking using abstraction/refinement.

The Blast [9] model checker implements an optimization of
CEGAR (counter example guided abstraction refinement)
called lazy abstraction. The internal model of the C pro-
gram is built incrementally, based on an error trace and an
unrolling of the CFG. A similar internal representation is
used in the IMPACT [23] model checker.

Test suprove Time CPA Time

byte add 1 true-unreach-call timeout 900 TRUE 34.56

byte add 2 true-unreach-call timeout 900 TRUE 78.33

byte add false-unreach-call false 7.70 false 63.58

diamond false-unreach-call2 false 0.48 false 1.78

gcd 1 true-unreach-call true 2.14 true 2.29

gcd 2 true-unreach-call true 13.82 true 2.31

gcd 3 true-unreach-call true 10.12 true 2.26

gcd 4 true-unreach-call true 0.12 true 1.38

implicitunsignedconversion false-u false 0.10 false 1.59

implicitunsignedconversion true-un true 0.09 true 1.40

integerpromotion false-unreach-cal false 0.11 false 2.30

integerpromotion true-unreach-call true 0.09 true 1.57

interleave bits true-unreach-call true 0.66 true 16.63

jain 1 true-unreach-call true 0.10 true 2.52

jain 2 true-unreach-call true 0.10 true 2.61

jain 4 true-unreach-call true 0.11 true 2.59

jain 5 true-unreach-call TRUE 0.10 timeout 930.61

jain 6 true-unreach-call true 0.12 true 2.65

jain 7 true-unreach-call true 0.12 true 4.97

modulus true-unreach-call TRUE 35.57 timeout 903.46

num conversion 1 true-unreach-ca true 0.09 true 1.40

num conversion 2 true-unreach-ca true 0.90 true 17.07

overflow false-unreach-call1 timeout 900 TRUE 122.57

parity true-unreach-call timeout 900 timeout 906.63

s3 clnt 1 false-unreach-call.BV false 99.51 false 5.75

s3 clnt 1 true-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 TRUE 32.85

s3 clnt 2 false-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 FALSE 87.28

s3 clnt 2 true-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 TRUE 29.56

s3 clnt 3 false-unreach-call.BV false 16.77 false 4.48

s3 clnt 3 true-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 TRUE 34.83

s3 srvr 1 alt true-unreach-call TRUE 518.21 aborted 128.31

s3 srvr 1 true-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 TRUE 63.91

s3 srvr 2 alt true-unreach-call timeout 900 TRUE 62.97

s3 srvr 2 true-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 TRUE 62.91

s3 srvr 3 alt true-unreach-call timeout 900 TRUE 63.48

s3 srvr 3 true-unreach-call.BV timeout 900 TRUE 63.86

signextension2 false-unreach-call false 0.08 false 2.12

signextension2 true-unreach-call true 0.09 true 1.54

signextension false-unreach-call false 0.12 false 2.18

signextension true-unreach-call true 0.09 true 1.56

soft float 1 true-unreach-call timeout 900 TRUE 11.35

soft float 2 true-unreach-call true 119.53 true 12.70

soft float 3 true-unreach-call TRUE 300.46 timeout 930.46

soft float 4 true-unreach-call timeout 900 TRUE 63.56

soft float 5 true-unreach-call true 138.73 true 13.25

sum02 true-unreach-call timeout 900 timeout 903.20

Figure 10: Software Verification Benchmark:
bitvector category

The C verifiers f-soft [19] and CPAChecker [10] internally
build a finite state machine model using their own inter-
nal representations. The finite state machine definition is
conceptually the same as the circuit model. Our approach
is simpler because Verilog has well defined syntax and se-
mantics. LLBMC [24] also uses the LLVM infrastructure
to translate the C program for bounded model checking
through loop unrolling.

In the hardware design area, high level synthesis tools Cat-
apult [2] and Forte [3] build circuits from a subset of the
C language. Their primary focus is to optimize the gen-
erated hardware to satisfy user-defined timing, power, and
area constraints. In contrast, our goal is for verification
purposes; the translation procedure does not consider mem-
ories and assumes an unlimited number of flip-flops to use
in the Verilog model; optimization is not the concern at the
translation stage because abstraction and optimization can
be conducted later, on the Verilog model instead of on the
original C program. 105



The tools AutoPilot [29] and LegUp [12] translate a C pro-
gram for FPGA synthesis or hardware and software co-
simulation. They use the LLVM framework and translate
LLVM bytecode into Verilog. There is no detailed descrip-
tion of the underlying translation algorithm. By looking
at the generated Verilog from LegUp, their principle seems
to be similar to ours, except they use memory components
to allocate memory spaces for each variable and introduce
memory access latency for each read/write of variable values
while the control flow graph is instruction based rather than
basic block based.

The tool in [13] processes a C program into an SSA-like in-
ternal format and conducts bounded model checking for C to
RTL equivalence checking. Our model can be used for both
bounded and unbounded model checking and our implemen-
tation is much simpler based on the LLVM infrastructure.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we observed that the gap between a C pro-
gram and a circuit computational model is due to using
dynamic resources in the C language: run-time memory
allocation/de-allocation, run-time function call stacks, and
parallel threads. We build a simple translation procedure for
a single thread non-recursive C program to a semantically
equivalent Bytecode network using the LLVM compiler. The
mapping from LLVM bytecode to a Verilog module is then
almost verbatim. Experiments show promising and more
consistent results compared to existing software verification
approaches.
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